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The Phoenicians established the first trading system in the Mediterranean basin between the eighth and sixth centuries B.C. Continuous ... its colonies and their relationship to local communities.
The Phoenicians and the West
In the thirty-odd years since it was published, there has been no new edition of this book ... book appeared near the outset of a pronounced re-orientation of attitudes the archaeology of the ...
The Dark Age of Greece: An Archaeological Survey of the Eleventh to the Eighth Centuries BC
"These objects are markers of social positions in society," explained Vladimir Slavchev, curator of Prehistoric Archaeology at the ... late-7th century and early-8th century.
6,000 years of death, conquest and obsession
Recent scholarship and battlefield archaeology, previously unpublished ... noise filled the air” when the Germans opened up on the 8th Division, recalled Henry Williamson.
World War I: 100 Years Later
Flourishing incense and spice routes that passed through here and onwards to Egypt and beyond helped to establish the Dadan and Lihyan Kingdoms at AlUla between the 8th and 2nd centuries BCE.
AlUla’s Kingdoms Institute is heralding a new era in archaeology
AARHUS, DENMARK—According to a statement released by Aarhus University, medieval craftspeople living at the port of Ribe developed their metalworking practices between the eighth and ninth ...
Improvements in Viking Metalwork Investigated
The archaeology world also felt the effects ... According to legend, Romulus founded Rome in the eighth century B.C. He and his brother Remus were supposedly abandoned as infants and raised ...
The 10 biggest recent archaeology discoveries
The paper was published last week in the journal Time and Mind: The Journal of Archaeology, Consciousness and Culture.
Ancient cave artists starved themselves of oxygen while painting
Researchers from Tezukayama University and Uzbekistan's Institute of Archaeology said that the contents of the pantry, which was situated next to a throne room, suggest that an eighth-century ...
Royal Pantry Discovered in Silk Road Fortress
Valley Farms Minden, Carson Valley's newest family-owned farm, will be hosting a Farm Camp for children this summer, as well as Baby Goat Yoga classes. A week full of farm activities will include ...
Valley Farms Minden to host 'Baby Goat Yoga' in May and summer 'Farm Camp'
Lawmakers on Thursday gave preliminary approval for the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation (DETR) to hire a staff attorney to handle an uptick of legal work in the agency. The ...
DETR: Legal challenges over denied unemployment claims could last years; COVID relief bills almost fully implemented
It is used by the team to study, film and conduct archaeology on the various sites ... they were proposing to do the same with December 8th, that of the Battle of the Falklands.
Searching for Admiral Graf von Spee’s great cruiser fleet sunk at the Falklands Battle
Destroyed by natural catastrophes in the eighth century CE ... Franck Goddio and his European Institute for Underwater Archaeology (IEASM) have given new life to these sunken cities.
Egyptian treasures in the US
The eighth crew member is known as the royal archer ... Richard Madgwick, of Cardiff University’s School of History, Archaeology and Religion, said: “We used five isotope methods in all ...
Mary Rose ship had multi-ethnic crew, study shows
Archaeology, history, controversy and folklore are entwined ... Here he built his fortress and his palace which has been called the eighth Wonder of the World. King Kasyapa felt well secured. He had ...
THE WORLD HERITAGE SITES OF SRI LANKA
Following an extensive survey of the hillfort, experts discovered the site, on a major bend in the River Tay, was a ‘power centre’ of the seventh, eighth ... help of AOC Archaeology ...
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